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Abstract: The article deals with the conditions of transition to a new quality of economic growth, driving forces
and contradictions of a new quality of economic growth. The author examines the concept of qualitative
transition in the framework of a structural model of economic sustainability. The author analyzes the new
quality of economic growth at the present stage of development of the world economy.
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INTRODUCTION economic spiral adds to the already existing structure of

The transition from the old to the new quality is the development of this period. So, in an agrarian society
quality takes place in conditions of change of methods of structure of the technological mode of production can be
social reproduction and expresses a general tendency of presented as follows: physical abilities of the person,
progressive development of economy. Dialectical analysis hand tools, natural factor. In industrial society machinery
of the qualitative transformation of economic growth has and electricity are added to the existing structure.
great importance for the further understanding of Qualitative change is the transformation of one mode
economic processes and ultimately helpsto determine the of social reproduction to other. Development of
shape of socio-economic changes taking place in society, productive forces is bound to cause the destruction of the
their socio-economic features, which will determine the old quality of economic growth. Transition to a new
characteristics, structure, form of movement within the quality carries out during the process of worsening and
macroeconomic framework in whole. deepening of old conflicts that are destroyed after

Conditions of Transition to New Quality of Economic Each new stage of development of the productive
Growth: According to the theory of Karl Marx, the forces is always higher, richer and more complex than the
process of changing of method of social reproduction is previous one and exceeds it by its capabilities and results.
due to qualitative change of system-forming elements. Qualitative change emerging under the influence of the
Development of productive forces in the terminology of progress of productive forces keeps everything positive,
Marx, which is the root cause of the transition from one enduring and progressive that was inthe old process of
economic system to another, is transition from one quality social reproduction and improves and develops it setting
of factors of production to another. Qualitatively new a new quality level and thus preparesits successors.
productive forces require also qualitative regeneration of  Qualitative changes from the old mode of production
industrial relations. And only with the change of the latter to a new, progressive way together constitute the life
one can talk about changing of the method of social cycle of transformation of economic system. During the
reproduction. transformation process a system is in transition state, the

Each system has its own economic way of social content of which is not only the process of reformation of
reproduction, which has a different structure of the economic policy but also transformation of entire system
productive forces. In this case, each new round of of economic relations. Almost all terms of the economy

a number of elements that are fundamental for the

reaching a certain level of development.
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are transformed: production method, method of allocation Often, it marks a certain economic and political
of resources, type of economic growth, motivational innovations, but not always contributes to qualitative
mechanisms and property relations. transformation system.

Economic system has progressive-reflexive The turning point is objective and historically
development, when the first phase of the economic conditioned consequence of early completion of
system increases its diversity (through a variety of public qualitative change (Fig. 1). As well as leap, the turning
relations, economic activities in the nature of relationships point weighty claims to the historic mission being the
within the triangle of “society-economy (agriculture)- beginning of qualitative change-the result of systematic
nature”). qualitative transformation of the whole society.

In normal (evolutionary) scenario the economic Transition of subject from one to the next stage of the
system moves from the initial to the new state, qualitative stage firstly is turning point and then leap in
qualitatively and quantitatively improving. The second the development of the subject. These different quality
step is the adjustment of the economic system. stages, phases have a common basis, total principal
Accumulated contradictions as a result of the increasing contradiction, general pattern that does not disappear
diversity should be resolved for the further progress of with the change of phases, stages and only undergoes a
the system. In addition, these conflicts can be resolved change in the nature of its manifestation.
themselves (with no visible effects or uncontrolled) and Qualitative changes uneven over time: for example, if
with the participation of management subsystems at an industrial method of reproduction has replaced
different levels. preindustrial after 8-10 thousand years, the information

Qualitative Change to the New Quality of Economic the existence of any process of social reproduction and
Growth: Qualitative changeis the essence of the concomitant growth patterns associated with three
transformation of economic system, becauseit connects types of metabolism: energy, material and information. 
the old (original) state of the economic system and its new At the pre-industrial mode of production the leading
(final) state. Economic system is changed and role belonged to the material exchange, which required the
qualitatively transformed through long-term high-quality most time-consuming, as well as direct involvement in this
transitions, through an evolutionary negation of the old. man. These circumstances explain the long lag of time of

Researchers tell us about the quality leaps that existence of the pre-industrial (agricultural) society.
accompany the transition from one type of social The first and fundamental in its economic
reproduction to another. But the leap is the result of long- development kind of qualitative change is material.
term changes, qualitative change corresponds to any Material change is a process of accumulating the results
qualitative leap, identifying trends and the direction of of material progress of society, generating a series of
which, one can consciously direct them to form new industrial revolutions (the first industrial revolution
quality of economic growth necessary for the national technological structure of the second industrial revolution
economy. For example, creating the WTO after the Second and technological structure, etc.). 
World War, European countries and the U.S. skillfully It means simultaneous improvement of productive
formed new quality of economic growth for their countries forces and production relations inherent tonew method of
due to the freezing of the old quality in developing reproduction. Due to the material and demographic
countries. transitions the economic development of society going

It is necessary to clearly distinguish between such forward throughout the history of mankind.
concepts as “qualitative change”, “leap”, “turning point”. But the dialectic of economic development
The leap is a form of a breakthrough in the economic and determined the emergence of new high-quality transitions
social development of society, resulting from the generated by the increasing complexity of the economic
influence  of   both   subjective    and    objective   factors. system.  If, before  the  second  third  of  the  XX  century

era is coming after 100 years. This is due to the fact that

Fig. 1: Interrelation of “turning point”, “leap” and “qualitative change”
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Fig. 7: The system of interaction of qualitative changes (made by the author)

mainly traditional qualitative changes (material, “evolutionary time” or “time adaptation” to the appeal of
demographic) were observed, later transitions, not the environment.
previously known (information, globalization, The mechanism of cyclical dynamics as the basis of
institutionalization) began to emerge (exercise its society is a complex of a variety of oscillatory processes
dominant entity). (by William C. Mitchell) having internal cause of

None of the emerging high-quality transitionsis a pulsation. However cycles (except the global socio-
substitute and does not negate the previous qualitative economic cycles), as opposed to qualitative changes have
transitions. The complexity and diversity of economic the same economic measure, expressing the continuity
development determine emergence of new high-quality and variability of economic processes. Qualitative change
transitions, preparing shift mode of social reproduction. has no internal pulsation, because it is a one-off change

Expanding of the variety of high-quality transitions the old to the new measures, with a consequent process
necessitated the schematic of arrangement of their of change of quality of the processes.
interaction (Fig. 2). According to the theory of O.V.Inshakov, the cycles

External environment can play a special role in the are repeated transformation processes taking place in the
formation of a new quality, except for internal changes. framework of a single genetic economic information and
The transition cannot take place and new quality cannot constructed in a single mode of reproduction process.
be formed unless there is an external impact. Qualitative Qualitative change is the result of accumulated
change is often required to ensure continued support transactionalizationof accumulated diversity (fluctuations)
from the external environment in order to save the causal through the establishment of a specific economic order
chain of events. and the necessary linkages and relationships in order to

Speaking of high-quality changes as a form of social expand the space of social reproduction.
transformation, it is necessary to take into account the
relationship with the cycles of the past socio-economic Drivers andContradictions of Formation of New Quality
dynamics. Qualitative changes have a life cycle (Genesis- of Economic Growth: The current trends generally
Deployment-Attenuation). One qualitative transition can indicate a gradual shift in society`s life to the priority of
be accompanied by a few cycles. Qualitative change socio-cultural factors. Role of science, knowledge and
begins and ends with a turning point, which is an information grows. A. Toffler and G. Galbraith actually
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state the increase society the role of science as a of economic growth, providing growth of income a per
productive force in a developed, as well as the importance capita, as well as facilitating dramatically structural
of information as an independent factor of successful changes.
development of modern economies. Undoubtedly, STP determines the quality of

Theorists of post-industrial society consider economic growth for all modes of social reproduction,
scientific and technological progress as the key factor in affecting the old quality of economic growth. However,
the development of economy and society in general. qualitatively changing the STP (at present-STR) leads to
”Technology, i.e., development and application of a restructuring of the economic system, bringing
scientific and systematic knowledge to practical problems, innovative forms of organization of social reproduction on
is central feature of modern economic development”, said the priority positions.
Galbraith [1]. Every society creates its own specific circles of

The mechanism of change of formations by Karl Marx development as the elements of its own evolution. The
is as follows: “At a certain stage of their  development next step is the integration of these communities into the
the material productive forces of society come into environment, creating of environment, mezospaces,
conflict with the existing relations of production. From further embedded in a single space of globalization.
forms of development of the productive forces these According to the methodological premises of
relations turn into fetters. Then an epoch of social E.G.Kochetov, “with access to the world stage every
revolution begins” [2]. national economy faces with such parameters of global

In fact, the change of formation occurs with the economic development, the account of which determines
change  of  the  dominant  form  of  ownership.  Since, the answer to the fundamental question: Will the national
Marx considered the contradiction between the social economy fit into the global economic system” [4].
character of production and the private capitalist Analysis of changes in the world over the past few
appropriation of its results as the main antagonistic years clearly shows the long-term trend: in most
contradictions of the bourgeois mode of production, countries, there is an increase of low-paid employment
sothe basic condition of future successful economic over the past 15 years. In general, since the second half of
structure of society hedesignate the  shift  to  public the 1990-s to 2011, the prevalence of low wages has
ownership. increased in most countries of the world. If the rise of the

The  question,  whether a change of form of prevalence of low-paidemployment was relatively small in
ownership of the means of production is the defining such countries as the Philippines, the United Kingdom
moment in the qualitative change, is open. For example, and Switzerland, in Luxembourg, Honduras and Panama
both in China and Yugoslavia, while maintaining the this process emerged much stronger, meaning that in this
dominant position of state ownership there have taken group of countries low-paid workers were more
placethe significant changes in the pricing mechanism, disadvantaged than workers with a median salary level.
management and coordination of activity of economic In contrast, in Chile, Peru and Venezuela the
agents. proportion of low-paid employment was significantly

Consequently, the main driving force, having direct reduced. While it is too early to assess the short-term
impact on the quality changes of economic growth as a impact of the crisis in 2008 on lower wages (because few
result of social  reproduction,  is  innovative  development countries have published their findings about the low
of the productive forces through scientific and wages in 2009), there is a little reason to believe that the
technological progress. Simon Kuznets in 1966, telling global recession will lead to improvement in the overall
about the modern economic growth, the defined it as situation of low-paid workers.
“long-term (continuous) improvement of product per These trends are largely generated by the world's
capita or per worker, often accompanied by population largest TNCs policies that seek to reduce production
growth and “radical structural changes of the costs and significantly reduce the level of wages in
multidimensional nature” controlled by“epoch-making conditions of a crisis. Workers in developing countries
innovations”, which consist of “conversion of science to with weak protection of labor rights are particularly
the problems of economic production and material susceptible to such reductions. That is why the
meeting the needs” [3]. He defined scientific and developed countries tend to move labor-intensive
technological progress as the driving force of new quality production  to developing countries, remain with the only
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Fig. 10: Structural model of sustainability of economic system (author)

capital-intensive production. Analysis shows that the instead ofsquandering the resources (intellectual,
developed countries with relatively expensive labor force financial, etc.), trying to do everything at once and
tend to specialize in the manufacture and export of parts sustainable. As indicated earlier, it is not only impossible,
and components components and less developed but also harmful to the progress of the economic system
countries, where labor is cheaper-in assemble of final as a whole (for some of its subsystems it may be
products from imported parts. beneficial, but only in the short term). Any economic

With the diversity of system within some period of system is exposedto changes ofits quantitative and
time contradictions that ultimately must be resolved qualitative characteristics.
accumulate. To make the economic system has not Such changes that fall within the limited scope in its
collapsed (and costs ofconflict resolution are minimized), frequency and amplitude are categorized to economic
as well as to provide the basis for further development, it cycles. Each sequence of growth, recession, depression
is necessary to identify and influence to the “points and recovery creates a single link in the chain of constant
(zones) of stability”, which stabilize the process of change. But it would be wrong to name the change of
transition from one state to another and initiate further institutions and economic organizations of the
development. corresponding cyclic, since the concept of the cycle

It seems that any economic system should contain involves not only the frequency of the phenomena, but
components of instability, which are the basis of the also the determination of the amplitude of the oscillations
progressive or regressive system upgrade. In this case, and consistency in following the economic processes.
the problem of control is not in the suppression of the Therefore, it is more correct to name them periodic [5].
instability, but in the impact on it through the point of With all the variety of inherent properties and
stability and in giving a certain direction to the characteristics the new quality of economic growth is the
development of the economic system. result of set of objectively existing high-quality

Figure  3  shows  a  structural   model of transitions on the basis of quantitative changes. These
sustainability with the release of the alleged (but not changes constitute a gradual increase and strengthen of
definitive) “points of stability”.One can find the tracking some aspects of the functioning of the economic system
mechanisms  as  well as the impact on such a point that and gradually absolute and relative decline of other
will allow concentrate the force in certain directions parties within the existing quality.
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transformed through long-term high-quality transitions,
through an evolutionary negation of the old.

The current trends generally indicate a gradual
change of quality of economic growth that requires a
separate research.


